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Dear Readers,

fter almost a year the insights magazine is entering its third round. Let us begin by thanking our
readers and colleagues for their untiring commit- ment. The productive
feedback, the replies and creative suggestions we receive serve as an affirmation of our good work and endorse the editorial team in their efforts to
research exciting new topics, look for interesting and entertaining stories,
follow up on scientific developments within the varied world of archives
and present it all to our readers in a depictive way.

There’s a lot happening in our community. Maybe you’ve already noticed
it when you picked up this issue that it feels slightly thicker than the ones
before. And you’re right. Not only did we spotlight a particular focal topic –
“Europe’s cultural heritage in the Middle East between threat and rescue”
– we also dedicated more space to the individual feature articles, allowing
us to report in even greater detail.
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Centre for Archival Research, Erdberger Lände 6/7,
1030 Vienna · Place of publishing: Vienna · Advertisement sales: Dr. Dagmar Weidinger · Art direction:
Mag. Alexander Schatek · Printing: Alanona Druckerei
gmbH, Wien · Editor-in-chief: Mag.a Kerstin Muff · Editorial office: Dr. Dagmar Weidinger · Translation: Mag.
Eva Maria Burghofer · Photographs: Cover photograph
© Luiza Puiu · Re-orders: editor@icar-us.eu
insights provides information about the international
archival community today, including archival institu-

We all have been following the disastrous events in the Middle East on a
daily basis. The international ICARUS network met in St. Pölten and is now
actively supporting efforts to rescue the valuable cultural treasures of the
region. You will find a more detailed overview of our activities in the preface to our focal topic and the feature article. The interview with Dominican
Father Najeeb Michaeel, who managed to save century-old manuscripts
from destruction by getting them to safety to Iraq at the risk of his life
brings us close to events in a most touching way.
A primary means of preserving historical documents for the future and
making them accessible is digitization. This thought was carried further
at an international meeting at the Hessian State Archive in Marburg in January, where historians and archivists met computer scientists to discuss
the future of this concept: The automated handwritten text recognition of
different kinds of archival sources will reshape the archival sciences. Find
out more about this topic in our cover story on the Hessian State Archive
in Marburg and our report of the meeting!I hope you will enjoy reading this
latest edition of insights and look very much forward to your feedback!

tions as well as the related user groups.
ISSN 2410-6798

Cheerio,

„The European Commission support for the production
of this publication does not constitute endorsement of
the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible
for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.“

Kerstin Muff, Chief Editor insights
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May we present –
Sonja Burger for ICARUS4all
Since fall 2015 the Friends Association ICARUS4all is being managed by
our new colleague Sonja Burger. She
studied Political Sciences and Quality
Journalism and has been working as
freelance scientific journalist for the
past few years. Be it service offers of
the Friends Association, Social Media or
events – Sonja Burger is there for you!
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Peer Boselie
studied history, archival science and theology in Heerlen, Nijmegen and Den Haag.
Since 1999 he has been director of the Sittard-Geleen City Archives. Between 2010
and 2015 he was founder and director of
the “Euregionaal Historisch Centrum”
(EHC) as well as the Aezel project.
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Sabine Edith Braun
Sabine Edith Braun (born 1975) studied Political Science, Theatre and German Studies,
Journalism and History in Vienna. She works
as freelance journalist and publishing editor and also holds yoga and fitness classes.
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Karel Halla
studied History and German Philology. In
2000 he joined the State Archives in Eger,
which he has been managing since 2006.
He acts as coordinator of several EU projects, among them the web portal “Porta
fontium”.

Eva Maria Lang
works as IT project engineer at the Passau
Diocesan Archives. She coordinates the
electronic assessment and automated
transcription of the handwritten church
registers within the READ project.
Oliver Laux-Steiner
studied Constitutional, Social and Economic History, Contemporary History and
Educational Science at Bonn University.
He’s treasurer of the Society of German
Archivists and works at the Debeka Archive in Koblenz.
Vlatka Lemić
is the Director of the Croatian State Archives and holds a Ph.D. in Information
Sciences. She teaches archival studies at
the University of Zagreb and is involved in
various educational programmes and international projects. As Archival Advisor
she continuously shares her expertise at
professional meetings and international
conferences.
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Irmgard Christa Becker
studied History and French at the Universities of Tübingen and Vienna. She became
head of the Archives School Marburg in
2010 and has been the chairwoman of the
Society of German Archivists since 2013.

Timo Kracke
has been a hobby genealogist for over 18
years. He volunteers for several German
genealogy societies. Since 2012 he has
been the voice of the German Podcast
"Der Genealoge"; in 2014 he started the
genealogy project for kids, "Die Familienforscher".
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Milan Augustin
studied History at Prague University. Since
1987 he has been working at the National
District Archive of Karlovy Vary, since 1999
as its director. He mainly focuses on the
history of the Karlovy Vary region.

Joachim Kemper
is a historian and archivist. From 2011 to
2015 he headed the city archives of Speyer
and the Cultural Heritage Department
Speyer. Since November 2015 he’s been
head of collections at the Institute for City
History in Frankfurt am Main.
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Thomas Aigner
has been President of ICARUS since 2008.
After graduating in History and Archival
Sciences in Vienna, he took over the management of the Diocesan Archives of St.
Pölten in 1995, which have since been a
pioneer in the digitization of archival material.

Dragana Katić
graduated from the University of Novi Sad,
where she is currently writing on her PhD.
She started working for the Archives of
Vojvodina in 2004, mainly organizing national and international conferences on
historical and archival topics.

Amy Nelson
is a PhD candidate at the Medieval Institute of the University of Notre Dame (Indiana, USA). She is currently working on her
dissertation about the social and religious
networks of Premonstratensian women in
Late Medieval Central Europe.
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Mario H. Puhane
is a historian in Contemporary and Bavarian Regional History. After some years
as town archivist in Traunreut, he became
an archivist at Passau University in 2008.
Since 2004 he’s been the honorary town
archivist of Schärding am Inn.
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Luiza Puiu
was born in Timisoara/Romania in 1989.
She studied Theatre, Film and Media as
well as Sociology. Puiu lives and works in
Vienna as a freelance photojournalist for
Austrian and international media.
Malte Rehbein
studied History and Mathematics at Göttingen University. He is a historian with
focus on digital methods and, since 2013,
has been holding the chair for Digital Humanities at Passau University.

Peter Selb
is a journalist, author and former editor
of the “Badener Zeitung”. Among other
things he wrote a town chronicle on Leobersdorf and went online with the Leobersdorf topotheque in 2014, which he
also represents in the local radio station.
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Liisi Taimre
graduated from the University of Tartu
in 2010. She started working at the Harju
Country Museum in 2007 and has since
been involved in various regional museum
projects. She is the marketing manager of
the National Archives of Estonia.
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Dagmar Weidinger
is the press officer of ICARUS. For the third
edition of insights she has talked to Father
Najeeb Michaeel about his spectacular rescue activities of archival treasures in Iraq
and in doing so, has met a true hero.
Pamela Weisberger
had a first career in the film industry, then
became a professional genealogist and a
leader in family history research. For the
past eight years she was President of Gesher Galicia, an officer and director of several regional genealogical societies in the
US, and a frequent speaker at conferences
in Europe, Israel, and North America. She
passed away suddenly in 2015 and is sorely
missed by family, friends, and colleagues.
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Kerstin Muff
was born in the Dominican Republic in
1983 and studied Theatre, Film and Media
at the University of Vienna. Already born a
globetrotter, her professional and private
motto is: The more diverse the better!

Andreas Schmidt-Colinet
studied Classical Archaeology, Prehistory
and Protohistory as well as Ancient History, graduating in Cologne. In 1981 he became manager of the Palmyra Project and
was as professor for Archaeology at Vienna University until 2011.
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Dejan Maoduš
holds an MA in History from the University of Novi Sad. He started working for
the Archives of Vojvodina in 2005, where
he first participated in digitizing projects.
He currently works as a project manager
in this field.

Hermann Schlösser
is the editor of the weekend supplement
"extra" of "Wiener Zeitung". He holds a
PhD in Literature Studies, English and German Philology and writes about travelling
as well as the problems linked to remembering and forgetting, collecting and organizing.
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rew i n d
Father Najeeb Michaeel
during his visit in Austria.

For three days St. Pölten has become
the centre of the international
archival world

he news caused quite a stir in the
media”, says Thomas Aigner, President of ICARUS, referring to the
outcome of the second ICARUS
meeting in 2015 in St. Pölten and
Melk. For as a result of those three
discussion days between the 23rd
and 25th of November, a dedicated
task force to save historical documents in Northern Iraq had been
established. The main topic of the
conference was set from the very
beginning through the international workshop ‚The cultural heritage
of the Middle East: Current threats
and scenarios for protection in the
future‘, Thomas Aigner explains.

Among the guests invited were
Dominican Father Najeeb Michaeel, who already saved countless
manuscripts of the 12th and 13th
century when fleeing from Mosul
to Erbil, Patriarch Louis Raphaël I.
Sako, Head of the Chaldean-Catholic church in Iraq, as well as
Andreas Schmidt-Colinet, Professor for Archaeology at Vienna
University. The “Chaldean Heritage Work Group” under the direction of ICARUS was launched at the
end of the meeting and will start
supporting Father Najeeb Michaeel in his digitization activities already in the coming months.

Read more about the activities of Father Najeeb
Michaeel in the interview on
page 20-21 and in our
focal topic "Europe's cultural
heritage in the Middle East between threat and rescue".

In his article on “The war in
Syria. Destroying our cultural heritage” on page 18-19,
Andreas Schmidt-Colinet, keynote speaker at the conference, gives us an overview of the
situation of cultural assets in
the Middle East.

i nfo

“t

i nfo

Some 70 international experts from 30 countries met at the
16th ICARUS Meeting in St. Pölten (AT). The conference focused on
how to save historical documents in the Middle East.

fa st for ward

Transparency Accessibility – Dialogue.

he Regional State Archives in Visby has been a department of the
Swedish National Archive since
2010 and will host our next ICARUS-Meeting from 23-25 May 2016,
tackling major topics of the co:op
project on how to sustainably and
resourcefully bridge archives and
the general public. The Archive
holds one of the largest photogra-
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phic collections in Sweden and is
located in the medieval Hanseatic
Town of Visby on Gotland – the one
and only popular Swedish island
rich in medieval churches (92!), historical and natural sites.
And did you know that famous director, writer and producer Ingmar
Bergman lived on Fårö just north of
Gotland?

Links:
co:op (community as opportunity. the creative archives’
and users’ network):
coop-project.eu

Riksarkivet (Swedish National
Archives):
riksarkivet.se

© Swedish National Archives

t

Early Tourist Brochure
from Visby dated 1902.

info

How a creative archival landscape
effects society.
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Found treasures

Private greetings
from Franz
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On 16 October 1910 a picture postcard was mailed in
Paris. It showed “La Grande Roue”, the Ferris wheel which
since the World Exhibition of 1900 was one of the most
modern attractions of the French capital. The card writer
didn't say why he had chosen this very motif. His text
consisted of three words only – “Best regards Franz”.
by Hermann Schlösser

e

venthough the unoriginal wording would never suggest it – the
postcard was sent by a true writer: Franz Kafka from Prague, who
in October 1910 spent his holidays
in Paris, mailed it to his youngest
sister. Her first name was Ottilie,
but family and friends called her
Ottla. This was also the nickname
under which she made literature
history, in fact as the relative who
was closest to this difficult and somewhat unsociable man Franz Kafka.Certainly there are writers who
compose everything they write as
if they were already addressing
future readers. When they drop a
holiday postcard into the mailbox,
they imagine it to be immediately
forwarded to the literary archives
or into the supplementary volume
of their complete edition (“Letters
and autobiographic records”). But
Kafka was no such author. Little of
what he wrote was published by
him. Before his early death in 1924,
he instructed his closest friend, writer Max Brod, to destroy his entire
literary estate. One may speculate how serious a request this was.
Maybe anxious Kafka just wanted

to shift the responsibility for his afterlife to the more energetic Brod.
Publication against his will?
In any case, one thing's for sure –
we would only know a small part
of Kafka's work, had he had his way.
It is only because Max Brod and
many committed archivists and
philologists after him had attended to this substantial legacy, that
later-born generations like us are
able to read the fathomless novels,
such as “The Castle” or “The Trial”.
And it will remain forever unsolved
if, in doing so, we act against the
author's will.In 1974 Helmut Binder
and Klaus Wagenbach had the letters and postcards written by the
brother to the sister published as a
book by S. Fischer. And since then
the interested audience of readers
knows about the imaginative yet
prosaic Kafka, who simply sent his
“best regards” from Paris – like
thousands of other tourists. Those
who always expect writers to live
up to their readers' expectations
may find this disappointing. Still,
one cannot help but like this taciturn style, considering that Kafka

Greetings from
afar. The handwriting conveys
individuality.

did not address this postcard to
us, but just to his favourite sister
Ottla, in front of whom he had no
need to deliver a brilliant literary
performance. The private nature
of the postcard persists even when
one sees it published in a scientific
edition.
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When Hesse
meets Hollywood
The size of the State Archive in Marburg (DE) as well as the bandwidth it covers in
terms of time and contents are quite amazing.

by Sabine Edith Braun, photographs by: Luiza Puiu

t

he threatening letters had to
make room for Martin Luther. The
glass cabinets with the letters that
were found accidently during the
re-packaging of some archival objects, among them a note from a
citizen who demands the payment
of 400 Guilders from the town of
Fulda, failing which he would “set
fire to the town at all four corners”, have been moved to a side
corridor for the time being. Under
the title “Luther and Europe” the
Hessian State Archive in Marburg’s
southern quarter is now displaying
some of the archive’s most valu-

8

able treasures in its foyer, among
them the protocol of the famous
“Marburg Colloquy”. It was held at
the invitation of Landgrave Philipp
of Hesse who attempted to solve the dispute between reformers
Luther, Zwingli, Melanchthon and
Bucer – however without avail.
The bust of Athena, the Greek Goddess of Wisdom, was
mounted in the atrium of the State Archive in Marburg after
the end of World War II, replacing the bust of Adolf Hitler,
which had been there since the building's opening in 1938.

parchment issued by Pippin, Charlemagne’s father, which is kept in
the archive, is the oldest original
charter by a sovereign north of the
Alps. The charter dates back to 760
and set the seal on the donation of
the Deiningen estate to the Fulda
monastery.
Treasures not for sale
How much worth is a 1256 year old
royal charter – and can you define its value by age alone? “One
cannot put it like that”, remarks
Andreas Hedwig, who
is Head of the Marburg
y
a
State Archive and, at
"We are w g
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re
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Hessian State Archithan peop “
k
would thin
The year 2017, which marks
ves with their three
th
the 500 anniversary of allocations at Wiesbaleged posting of the Nineden, Darmstadt and,
ty-Five Theses, will represent
obviously, Marburg. Putting a price
the climax and closure of the Luther on individual archival objects is soDecade.
mething Hedwig plainly refuses to
do. Even though he admits to know
A functional building from the
their value: “We had to assess our
Third Reich
most valuable items for business
In the Atrium a bust of Minerva is reasons. So we combed through
watching over the Luther exhibition. the catalogues of auction houses to
It was not there from the very be- find out at what price charters are
ginning, though. In its early days the being traded.”But no matter how
edifice, which was built as an archive high the price – there is no intenin 1938, housed a bust of Adolf Hit- tion to sell. “Our archival objects
ler in that spot. “It is a lovely irony are national cultural assets and
of history, that after the war Hitler’s therefore unsaleable by law. This is
bust was, of all things, ousted by the written down in the Hessian State
Goddess of Wisdom”, says medieva- Constitution”, emphasizes Franlist Sabine Fees while giving a tour cesco Roberg, Head of the Marburg
of the house. Apart from 55 kilo- Charters Department and in charge
metres of filing racks, the archive’s of third-party funded projects. If
depots hold some 350,000 charts one wanted to sell, one would need
and maps as well as about 130,000 a parliamentary resolution first.
medieval charters, among them When assessing the value of an
very valuable specimen like a char- archival object, it is more importter by Frederick Barbarossa of 1154 ant to understand what it is that’s
or one by Emperor Charles dating so valuable about it, says Andreas
back to 786. And those are not even Hedwig, and such value could be
the oldest objects in the house: A based on its rarity or its uniqueOne of the 3000 impressive Wilhelmshöher war maps: A map of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, copperplate engraving and partly
coloured by hand.
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ness. In this context Hedwig mentions the Wilhelmshöher Maps, a
collection of war maps compiled
on behalf of Landgrave Charles in
the early 18th century, spanning a
period of 300 years.
Hollywood Star with Hessian roots
The maps are unique as they document, among other things, the
acts of war at the East Coast, in
New York, and Boston during the
American War of Independence
– with Hessian participation. For
under Landgrave Frederick II, an
active trading in soldiers had taken
place: Hessian troops were sold to
the English Crown and had to fight
against the American settlers.This
is the reason why many US citizens
have Hessian ancestors. One of
them is Hollywood Star Rob Lowe
who several years ago visited the
Marburg Archive together with a
television team.
A midland is putting out feelers
“Who would suspect treasures like
these maps in a Hessian archive?”
asks Francesco Roberg and adds:
“For a State Archive that is responsible for the northern part of a midland, we are surprisingly international. A business trip to Sweden, like
the one we made recently, would
have been considered a curiosity in
the past.The scope of the archive
does not only range from Hesse to
all of Europe and the US, it also covers a period from the early Middle
Ages to the present. Archiving is

9
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First name, last name:
Dr. Andreas Hedwig

Job, position:
Head of the Hessian State Archives at
the same time Executive Director of the
Hessian State Archive Marburg.

My favourite memories from my
professional life:
My first day as Archival Advisor at the
Hessian Main State Archive in Wiesbaden.
(September 1993)
What my team appreciates most:
As I see it, most of all transparent and
comprehensible structures and decisions.

Large wax seal with
monarch on the throne
from a charter by
Frederick Barbarossa of
1154 for the nuns of the
St. Marien monastery in
Kassel.
A threatening letter to the town
of Fulda. The enclosed matches
were supposed to be used to set
fire to the town
at all four corners.

When I retire, I’m going to miss most:
I’m not giving this any thought yet. One
thing’s for sure, though: I won’t get bored.
When I am alone in the archives...
I can focus very well on complex matters.
Coffee or tea?
Coffee!
I am impressed, ...
still impressed, by the diversity and range
of the archival records at the Marburg
State Archive.
I am proud, ...
of my position and the privilege to manage this renowned archive and now all of
the Hessian State Archives.
I am good at
– difficult – maybe at establishing contacts to other institutions and people.
My “favourite object” in the Hessian State
Archive Marburg:
I can’t answer that, the archive is so rich
in prominent objects, especially from the
medieval and modern era.
Three things I love about archives:
The multitude of historical sources, the
possibility to deal with them, the chance
to gain knowledge, and the benefits for
society as a whole.
My connections to ICARUS:
Having found a forum that wisely and
actively promotes international co-operation!
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an ongoing business, and that is
including approx. 2% of all content produced by the 150,000-some
Hessian public officers. “Everything
needs to be assessed; that’s quite
stressful”, points out Andreas Hedwig.
Conveying history, not just
preserving it!
The State Archive – or as Roberg
calls it, this „growing organism“–
does not only preserve history, but
is busily passing it on, too. Each of
the Hessian locations has one archival educator solely responsible for schools. Since Marburg is a
university town, there are always
many Ph.D. students and scientists around; and last but not least
the charters archive helps raising
a lot of third-party funds.At any
rate, the Hessian history conveyed
by the archive is surprisingly alive
and can help to improve our understanding of the present, as the
example of the Marburg Colloquy
goes to show: “Disputes like the

ones Luther and the other reformers fought out between them
and with the Catholic Church, are
in structure very similar to the ones
we see today in the Arab countries
between Sunnites and Shiites”, says
Andreas Hedwig. „We are way more
exciting than people would think“,
sums up Francesco Roberg, „because we strive to reproduce reality.
Thanks to our collections there’s
something to say about almost any
topic.” For instance about Thonet, a
furniture manufacturer headquartered in Frankenberg in Northern
Hesse. “Everyone associates the
company with Vienna because of
the famous coffee house chairs”,
says Roberg and adds: “Hardly
anyone knows that the file containing the application for an irrigation plant to manufacture bentwood
is kept here in Marburg.” It is not
only his being a board member of
ICARUS that makes Roberg so well
connected far beyond Marburg and
throughout Europe. As manager of
the co:op project which promotes

Name:
Hessian State Archive Marburg
Address:
Friedrichsplatz 15
35037 Marburg
Germany
An almost two-metre copperplate engraving from
the collection of the Wilhelmshöher War Maps shows
the troops of Emperor Leopold I battling the Turks
outside Vienna in 1683.

the exchange between archives and
their users, he invited 160 international guests, among them attendees
from the US, Israel, and Egypt, to the
first international co:op conference
in Marburg in January. The meeting
was held under the heading of automated handwritten text recognition
(Recognition and Enrichment of Archival Documents – READ).
Project READ: Helping to index documents from home
For this purpose the co:op network
of archivists was brought together
with the READ network of computer scientists. Over the coming years
and equipped with EU funds, both
are supposed to set the stage for
making archival documents accessible more quickly and easily. After
all, not everyone who logs onto an
online archive is able to read century-old manuscripts. Thanks to
automated handwritten text recognition, documents can also be assigned to certain authors and sorted
by criteria such as time of origin or

font style.In the manner of typical
Citizens Science, all those who are
interested can transcribe manuscripts at home. The more manuscripts get indexed that way, the
faster the computers will learn. The
recently started READ project is intended to run for four years.
Chance find – or urban legend?
By the way - as we learned in Marburg, an archive is not just a place
where objects are kept, it’s also a
place where things are found: „We
discover new things all the time”,
Sabine Fees tells us, “for instance,
several medieval tally sticks that
were found in a charter’s envelope.”One thing, however, has not
surfaced (again) to this day: A 100Mark bill from the early days of the
Federal Republic. Allegedly, an employee had used it as a bookmark
in a file during the fifties and then
forgot it there. “There’s a veritable competition among the archive staff. Everyone hopes to find the
bill”, says Sabine Fees.
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Centuries-old mail.
Paper envelope with
closing seal of red wax
stamped on it.

Web Address:
landesarchiv.hessen.de
Oldest collections:
Charters 75: Imperial Abbey of Fulda
(as of 750); manuscript fragments:
Starting from the 5th century.
Latest collections:
The announcement of the co:op
meeting in January 2016 is going to
be included in the archive’s poster
collection.
Oddest object / best-known
archival item:
A 110 cm long executioner’s sword
complete with blood groove from the
16th century.
Number of digital copies:
12,2 Million
First digital copies:
One of the many at the Digital Archive
Marburg DigAM
Biggest loss should one of the State
Archives burn down:
The chance for historical self-ascertainment.
Most loyal visitor of the reading room:
A retired priest who has been working
on an edition of municipal account
books for years.
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cove r stor y
A look at historic money transactions:
A file from the Hessian Chamber of the 17th
century with crude assays of gold and silver
as well as a tally stick, a medieval bookkeeping tool, on which debts were marked
as notches.

Breadcrumbs from the annual
reports of the Hessian State
Archive Marburg
2007: The State Archive Marburg
participates in the DFG pilot project
for the large-scale retroconversion
of archival finding aids and successfully submits several subsequent
applications, due to which the electronical access to its archival objects rises dramatically.
2007: „At the “Digital Archive Marburg” (DigAM), a project of the Office for Archival Education, more
than 3000 maps, plans and drawings of the unique collection of the
“Wilhelmshöher War Maps” are

being scanned, indexed and made
accessible on the Internet.
2008: In co-operation with the DFG
the State Archive Marburg starts
digitizing its vast collections. The
digitized items are easily accessible
online and moreover represent sustainable backups of the originals.
2010: Within the scope of a large-scale project at the newly established Hessian Civil Status Archive and in co-operation with the
large online portal FamilySearch.

Statements from the team
Annett Eilenberg and Katharina Rippel (Restoration workshop):
“Maintaining archival records is our most important focus at work.
This also goes hand in hand with preserving and passing on old professions, such as traditional bookbinding.”
Christine Ried (Archivist and Arcinsys adviser at the State Archives
Marburg): “Thanks to our new archival information system Arcinsys,
our archival objects are available for the entire world to use.”
Erika Laribi (77, honorary temp at the gates): “That my contract was
extended for one year has been my best Christmas present.”
Sigrun Schaal (member of the housekeeping team): “To me the depot
is a maze of hundreds of racks. I admire the archivists for being able to
find their way in there and decipher the manuscripts.”
Wolfgang Heuser (member of the depot team): “The depot team is
the engine of the archives. For us it was great that the READ/co:op
Conference took place at our house, as we could demonstrate how
the depot team is pouring their hearts and souls into their work.”
Johannes Hildenbrand (member of the depot team): “When handling
the files one sometimes feels like in “Indiana Jones – Raiders of the
Lost Ark”, only without the many booby-traps and bad guys.”
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org, the civil status registers kept
at the archive are being digitized
and made available online. The
project was successfully closed by
the end of 2014.
2011: The three Hessian State Archives launch the “Hessian Digital
Archive” with the purpose to archive and preserve digital records. It
devises solution strategies for the
sustainable storage and readability of electronic documents and for
the electronic accumulation of archival records.
2013: The DFG project for indexing
and digitizing the documents of
the Imperial Abbey of Hersfeld, a
collection of almost 2,500 charters
with items from the Carolingian
and Ottonian era as well as two extremely rare papyrus documents, is
being completed successfully.
2014: The new archival information
system Arcinsys goes live. It covers
the entire archival workflow from
the reception to the provision of archival records, and thus offers users
an easy and quick way to research
and use services that are also retrievable from home or while travelling.

Computer Genealogy Society, Germany

For genealogists and local historians

Für Genealogen und Heimatforscher

Online
research

Online forschen
mit unseren Services

Our services

Our media

- Historic address books		
- Genealogical Wiki
- Genealogical local directory
- Tombstone project
- Private research results online
GEDCOM
- Online local heritage books
- Family notices
- Forum and mailing lists
- Metasearch
Cooperation with archives
- Casualty list (military sources)
- Address books
- Police notices

- Magazine "Computergenealogie"
- Magazine "Familienforschung"
- CompGen blog
- CompGen newsletter

compgen.de

genealogienetz.de

genealogy.net
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Handwritten text recognition made easy.
Within the scope of the EU-aided
project co:op – community as
opportunity. the creative archives‘ and users‘ network, Francesco Roberg (Project Leader co:op,
Head of the Manuscripts Department at the Hessian State Archives Marburg and in charge of
project management within the
three Hessian archives) and Günther Mühlberger (Head of the
H2020-funded project of READ
- Recognition and Enrichment
of Archival Documents) organized an international conference
under the heading “Technology
meets Scholarship. With a spe-

cial focus on biographical data in
archives“ between the 19th and
21st of January 2016 in Marburg.
This meeting of archivists on the
one hand and international experts for the automated recognition of handwritten texts on the
other, was an important boost
to a field that is going to change
the everyday work of archivists
to a large extent: The automated recognition of handwritten
texts and layouts of complex documents as well as improved search logarithms and automated
author recognition will take the
indexing of archival documents

Can you read this? Transkribus can!
Screenshot from the prototype
software Transkribus.

to a completely new level. They
will be made available for free
on a service platform together
with individual technology
packages. A first prototype for
script recognition has already
been put online on www.transkribus.eu for free public testing.

Link:
READ (Recognition and
Enrichment of Archival
Documents)
transkribus.eu

i nfo

Kick-off:
pioneering project
„READ“

Get people excited about archives
Francesco Roberg is not only one of the great
men in the world of archives, he is also one of the
major driving forces behind the EU-project co:op
with ICARUS. On that note, three brief questions
please, Mr. Roberg …
by Dagmar Weidinger and Kerstin Muff

© Dagmar Weidinger

w

hat is the co:op project about?
Francesco Roberg:
co:op is a project within the so-called “Creative Europe” programme.
Its purpose is to facilitate the access
to archival material for users in different ways as well as to promote
their active participation. This will
create and strengthen awareness
for Europe among the general public
and boost cultural diversity.
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What does that mean for each
individual?
Archives and documents can serve
as some kind of anchors. As a historian I would call it “self-affirmation”. What I mean to say is that our
history gives us a certain identity. By
dealing more closely with archival
materials we also realize that Europe’s nations look back on a highly
complex and intertwined common
history – a knowledge that can lead

to a higher degree of tolerance and
openness, even a bonding between
nations. After all, we are talking
about major EU objectives, such as
democratization and public participation.
What specific activities are there?
From the classical Open Archive
Day, educational archive projects for
students, interactive topotheques,
technical developments concerning
the indexing of archival documents,
to the expansion and deepening of
academic education with the help
of digital archive portals, and so on.
Basically it is about getting people excited about their history and
enhance the exchange of ideas by
means of reading, observing and indexing historical sources.
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READ Kick-off meeting
at the Archives School
Marburg (DE).

all: © HStAM

The two masterminds
Günther Mühlberger and
Francesco Roberg.

Computers learn to read
old handwriting

Archivists explain
the specific features
of different archival
sources to the Digital
Humanities experts and
computer scientists.

Future humanists will need sophisticated knowledge of IT in their work.
A conference in Marburg (DE) has recently set an example of this new kind of
interdisciplinary research.
by Eva Maria Lang

arburg is the place where the future happens. At least for research
in the humanities. That was the
goal of the conference “Technology
meets Scholarship”, held between
January 19 and 21, 2016 in the Hessian State Archives. The event was
perfectly organised by Francesco
Roberg of the Marburg Archive,
who has attracted a broad public
audience by combining READ, a project aiming at the recognition and
enrichment of archival documents,
with the EU-level project co:op, set
within the ICARUS framework.The
READ project, funded by the European Union (Horizon 2020) with
a grant of 8,200,000 Euros over a
period of 3.5 years, aims at establishing an open virtual platform,
which allows the processing of historical documents. In doing so, the
access to those frequently hidden
treasures of handwritten cultural

heritage will be re-defined for both
researchers and the general public.
Conference as project kick-off
Besides the detailed presentation of
organisational and strategic topics
as well as content-related milestones in the work plan, the convention served as a platform for a vivid
exchange of information between
archivists and humanities' scholars
on the one hand and representatives of the computer sciences and
technology on the other hand. The
future focus has been set on bringing together both worlds and deploying the new technology at the
participating archives [Passau Diocesan Archives (DE), Zurich State
Archives (CH), National Archives
Finland (FL)]. Developed by the
READ project partners, the virtual
platform „Transkribus“ is open to
the public and free of charge.

Co-operation at eye level
The convention proved once again
that interdisciplinary collaboration
at a serious and equal level of exchange between information technology and the humanities is the
trend of the future.

Link:
For more information about
the meeting results and background of the READ project,
please see our blog
coop.hypotheses.org
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Just follow
the QR-Code!
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Europe's cultural heritage
in the Middle East
between threat and rescue
preface

Accepting global
responsibility
f
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all © Father Najeeb Michaeel

rom the very start it has been one of the cornerstones of ICARUS’ philosophy to tear down barriers, show solidarity and support the democratic opening of archives in the digital world.
While at the beginning our focus had been on Central Europe,
we have now managed to spread our activities all over Europe
and North America. Today our network encompasses more than
170 institutions: archives, universities, and other scientific establishments. Together they possess an incredible wealth of experience and expertise as well as archival and scientific operational
resources. The past decade proved that it is possible to retrieve
these treasures, utilize them and make them the subject of new
projects over and over again.
At the same time, however, the negative political developments
in the Middle East as well as the massive war events they entailed
are getting more and more out of hand, so that the cultural heritage of this region is not only threatened, but - to a certain extent
- has been irretrievably destroyed. These events concern
us all, for the culture and the history of this region have
always been closely connected to Europe. The cultural heritage of us all is in danger!
It is therefore a matter of course for our network to do all
within our powers and contribute to preserving the written
cultural assets of the region: On the 24th of November 2015,
together with Father Najeeb Michaeel, we established the
“Chaldean Heritage Work Group”, which on the one hand
serves as a symbol of our solidarity with our colleagues in
Iraq and, on the other hand, is going to get very tangible
projects for co-operation and support under way. The collaboration was mainly initiated thanks to the energetic efforts of the Croatian State Archives. We are very pleased
to give you an overview of developments from the beginning to
more current activities as a special feature of this edition.

Thomas Aigner
(president ICARUS)
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A personal summary of how ICARUS and Iraq came
together. After many practical problems and a lot of
diplomatic support in ensuring visas for Iraq I took
the plane from Istanbul to Baghdad on the evening of
March 21st, 2014. This journey was not only to change
my life, but also the beginning of a unique and growing relationship between East and West.
by Vlatka Lemić

I

well remember my first impression of Baghdad in spring 2014: We
left the plane and were welcomed
by military guards, at the same
time I laid eyes on a landscape that
immediately reminded me of the
stories of 1001 Nights. During the
next couple of days I was to see
the desert, camels, date palms, oil
fields, the Tigris river, the ancient
cities of Ur and Babylon, poor huts,
soldiers … I travelled “Mesopotamia”, the cradle of civilization as
I knew it from history books, but
also neglected landscapes and war
zones with demolished buildings
and monuments from recent days.
But let’s start at the beginning.
While preparing a presentation
of the Croatian State Archives for
an international event in Turkey
in March 2014, my colleague, CSA
Deputy Director Zlatko Draganović
received an invitation from his old
friend, the Croatian Ambassador in
Iraq Jerko Vukas, who often visits
our archives. “Why don’t you extend your journey to Istanbul a little bit with a trip to Baghdad – since
you are already ‘in the neighbourhood’!” he offered. What started as
a somewhat surprising idea turned
into reality a few days later, when
we received an official invitation
from the Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities of Iraq to visit Baghdad on the occasion of the official

opening of the newly renovated
National Museum, combined with
the wish to develop a co-operation
between Croatia and Iraq concerning cultural heritage and historical
records.
Learning about Christian history
in Iraq
On our first evening in Baghdad
we had a welcome dinner with the
ministry officials and representatives of the local Catholic community. People previously unknown
to me immediately told me how
happy and grateful they were that
someone finally came to see them
… and my heart was won for good!
During my entire stay I met many
more people who wished to build
bridges between East and West on
grounds of our historical heritage
and the exchange of professional
knowledge and expertise. When
the time came to say goodbye, I
was given an old, damaged book,
a “Missale” from 1901 used by the
Chaldean Church that I should take
home to protect it. I was told that
there were only very few copies of
this book left worldwide, and that
this one would certainly be safer
in Croatia than in Iraq. This was
the moment when I realized that I
wanted to do something for these
people to help them protect OUR
common heritage.

insights

I lost my heart in Iraq ...

Making things happen
As a first concrete action we invited a delegation of monks from the
Chaldean Catholic Church in Iraq to
one of our archival events in Croatia a couple of months later. During
their stay, we visited many public
and church institutions and organized presentations and lectures
on the historical and current situation of Christians in Iraq as well as
on issues regarding the protection
of the historical and civilizational
heritage of Mesopotamia and its
global importance. What is more,
we held many working and social
meetings with the President of ICARUS, Thomas Aigner and Gaetano
Zito, President of the Associazione
Archivistica Ecclesiastica, discussing possibilities to protect historic
documents from the war in Iraq.
Together we came up with the idea
to expand the ICARUS horizons by
organizing an international presentation of this problem within the
scope of the next ICARUS-Meeting
No. 16 in St. Pölten in November.
Today, almost two years after my
first visit to Baghdad, I am very happy and grateful that thanks to ICARUS, the event in St. Pölten has already made many of my initial ideas
come true. We have now formed a
task force, the "Chaldean Heritage
Work Group" that will eventually
support the cooperation between
East and West. Seeing the active response and feedback of the ICARUS
community concerning this issue,
I am very proud to be part of this
community and to have colleagues
willing to learn, share, and offer
help across all borders!
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Damascus: The 8th century Umayyad mosque
displays under its cupola the head of John the
Baptist, which is venerated as a relic of one of the
great Islamic prophets.
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The war in Syria.
Destroying our cultural heritage
Syria is one of the richest cultural regions in the world.
Archaeological monuments and historical sources – from
the early civilizations of Mesopotamia to the prospering
cities of the Romans to the crusaders and the Islamic
dynasties – they all make up this most important cultural
archive in the world.
by Andreas Schmidt-Colinet

f

or more than a hundred years
an international and interdisciplinary community of researchers
has been working to develop, interpret and preserve this cultural
heritage, using enormous amounts
of financial, material and personal
resources. Compared to international standards, this fact alone
clearly illustrates Syria’s outstanding importance as a research object for historical cultural sciences.
In 2011 the war started, and with it
came disastrous consequences: The
destruction of the entire livelihood
of the local population. The exact
numbers of dead people and refugees are unknown. Millions are fleeing
the country, their number increasing
on a daily basis, and there is no end
in sight. With a camp population of
180,000, the UN refugee camp of
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Zaatari in northern Jordan has become the country’s third biggest “city”.
Stolen goods in art trade
In addition, there’s the so-called Islamic State (IS), who has made it its
business to destroy the country’s
most important cultural evidence.
And thus, destroy our cultural memory.
In doing so, IS has no qualms about
trafficking in stolen objects either.
Since the beginning of the war, the
political chaos and vacuum has led
to a rapid increase in illicit diggings,
pillages, the destruction of cultural
monuments and the illegal trade
with stolen and unlawfully exported
cultural goods. UNESCO statistics
on international crime indicate that
by now the illegal business with cultural goods ranks third behind arms

trade and drug traffic. And meanwhile, evidence clearly suggests that
money gained from illegal arts sales
is used to finance weapons on all sides in the Syrian war.
The destruction of Syria’s world
cultural heritage
The disastrous effects of this war extinguish parts of our own "occidental" identity, part of our historical
memory. The roots of our common
culture can be traced from the coast
towards the interior by way of several selected examples from the UNESCO list of World Heritage Sites:
From the Phoenicians, whose writing
system became the ancestor of our
alphabetic script, and the churches
and castles of the crusaders of the
Middle Ages, to the largest antique
city of Syria, Apamea, which boasts
an exemplary watering system and
the world’s longest colonnade that
today has become a passageway for
tanks. Meanwhile pothunters have
riddled the antique districts like
“Swiss cheese”: To reach the treasures allegedly hidden underneath the

© alle: Andreas Schmidt-Colinet
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Palmyra: The Baal temple has been one of the most important religious monuments from the 1st century AD in the
Middle East and was – before its destruction – a constant
view for Andreas Schmidt-Colinet during his archaeological
excavations on site.
Aleppo:
The Umayyad mosque was rebuilt
and modified several times in
its history. It was considered
unique for its unusual ornamental
decorations and the square-based
minaret.

mosaics, they
mercilessly
dug holes up to
3 metres deep.
The historical context of the antique
city has thus been lost forever.
Further upcountry between Apamea
and Aleppo lie the so-called Dead
Cities of Northern Syria: Hundreds
of settlements, mostly Christian, dating back to the 3rd to 6th centuries
AD. Here, too, the large number of
well-preserved tombs was brutally
destroyed by the treasure seekers.
The city of Aleppo has been hit particularly badly. Not only has the local
Umayyad mosque been largely destroyed, which was considered unique
for its unusual square-based minaret
and its exquisite ornamental decorations, but also the Souk (bazaar),
probably the best-preserved original
Arab bazaar in the world, has practically ceased to exist.
Palmyra:
Destruction and profiteering
The ruins of this unique city that was
built in an oasis in the middle of the

Syrian Desert already fascinated
the first European travellers in the
18th century. It is the largest site of
antique ruins in the Middle East. Satellite pictures, which are frequently
being used for analysis in archaeological research these days, clearly
show the presence of unauthorised
diggings and tank operations.
Particularly endangered was and is
the extraordinary necropolis around
Palmyra with more than 100 tower
tombs (which have already been
blown up by IS) and underground
tombs with their wall paintings and
rich sculptural ornaments. Tomb
reliefs were stolen by the dozen
and sold on the international black
market for arts, with the result that
these reliefs are today being offered
catalogue-like on the Internet by
well-renowned auction houses. No
doubt, many of those objects traded on the arts market as being of
“Palmyra” origin, were not privately
owned as stated in the catalogues,
but come from illegal lootings, their
proceeds partly funding the war.
Since the beginning of the war in

2011 the trade in cultural goods from
Syria has increased by leaps and
bounds.
International measures to preserve
our cultural heritage
In close international cooperation
experts strive to document and digitally list the systematic looting and
irrecoverable destruction of cultural heritage. It remains to be seen if
these measures suffice to stop the
disastrous gradual annihilation of
our cultural memory.
Also, placatory appeals from UNESCO and ineffective resolutions of
the World Security Council will do
nothing to prevent the explosive
and dangerous situation from getting worse. It is now up to the politicians responsible within the EU and
at the Security Council to spring into
action.
We can only hope that the people in
charge will soon find the appropriate measures, and that international
co-operations will not grow tired in
their efforts to save our mutual cultural heritage.
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Father Najeeb Michaeel talking to "insights" editor Dagmar Weidinger. The Dominican does not only speak Aramaic and Arabic,
but is also fluent in English and French.

Interview

"We cannot save the tree
without its roots"
Almost on a daily basis valuable cultural treasures are falling victim to the
war in Syria and Iraq. “insights” has met someone, who has been fighting
for the preservation of the 2000-year-old cultural heritage in Northern Iraq
in an exceptional way – Father Najeeb Michaeel. He has been digitizing and
restoring manuscripts that date back to the 12th/13th century.
In this interview he talks about his scan studios, his adventurous flight to
freedom, and why we have to save the tree with its roots.

f

ather Najeeb, did you always want
to become a digitizing friar?
Najeeb Michaeel: Yes and no. Already as a child I was very interested in
the arts and old things. This is why I
originally wanted to become an archaeologist, but the Iraqi regime only
granted me admission to technical
studies. I decided for oil production,
which I found equally fascinating at
that time. Since my early twenties
I had worked at oil drillings. It was
still a while before I felt the wish
to become a Dominican. My father
greatly disapproved of it; he would
have loved to have grandchildren.
(laughs) But my mother encouraged me in my vocation. So instead
of drilling for oil, I soon began digging for human souls. (laughs again)
During my training period with the
Dominicans in France I had learned a
great deal about art history, so that
once I had returned to Mosul, I wanted to concern myself with the cultural treasures of our region. In 1990
I started to digitize.
What is it you are digitizing
in Northern Iraq?
It all started with the stocks of my
home friary at Mosul. Between the
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First and the Second Gulf War in
1990, in order to outlast the war I
started to catalogue the Dominican
manuscripts the order had collected
since its arrival in the region in 1740.
Soon after I founded the first – and
still only – centre for the digitization of oriental manuscripts (Centre
Numérique des Manuscrits Orientaux en Irak/CNMO).
At that time my team and I worked
in five scan studios. After that I continued with the Orthodox collections of Mosul as well as the ones
from the Chaldean and Aramaic
churches.
Were you able to digitize
everything?
Yes, everything. I saved all copies
as high-quality photographs on
external hard disks, always in two
formats as “jpg” and “raw”. Currently we have some 8000 illustrated
bible manuscripts and theological
documents in digitized form. They
include central sources of Christendom during the Late Antiquity and
the early modern times, but also
medical, astronomical and linguistic
records as well as ethnographical
photographs. Some of my "treasu-

res” date back to
the 12th and 13th
centuries.

“Within 24
hours all ad
h
Christians
l
u
s
o
M
fled
during
the night!”

In 2007 the Dominicans fled from
Mosul to Qaraqosh, the largest
Christian city in Iraq. What happened to your “treasures” then?
In 2006 fundamentalist groups in
Mosul started to threaten the Christian community, so that we finally
had to flee the place. IS came and
through the loudspeakers of the
mosques forced us to choose between converting to Islam, paying IS
a head tax for practicing our faith,
or vacating the city within 24 hours
and leave everything behind. Within
24 hours all Christians had fled Mosul during the night!We Dominicans
were lucky, since we had brought
our archival collections to Qaraqosh
already at an earlier stage; but many
other monasteries in Mosul had not
thought to save their archives. For
them it was too late to bring their
treasures. This is why today only
about half of the collections exist. IS
has either burned or stolen the original documents. Still, the terrorists
only burn a small part of the archival goods in order to attract media

© Father Najeeb Michaeel

by Dagmar Weidinger

© Dagmar Weidinger

Why do you risk your life for old
manuscripts?
We cannot save the tree without its
roots! IS does not only wish to extin-

Chaldean
Heritage
Work Group

guish human lives, but also people's
history. I have come across death
a lot of times. But God has saved
me from the fundamentalists. We
only live once, so we should do something good with our lives. If you
hide a book, it's dead. If you digitize
it, you breathe new life into it. Of
course we put ourselves on the line.
But a culture that has been robbed
of its past has no future.

Father Najeeb Michaeel presented his achievements in digitization and restoration during
the 16th ICARUS Meeting in St.
Pölten in November 2015. As a
result a working group of international partners was formed to
support the Centre Numérique
des Manuscrits Orientaux en
Irak tangibly by providing archival material and scanners as
well as intangibly through restoration workshops. The CNMO is
also the first ICARUS member
from Asia.

Father Najeeb Michaeel is the "keeper"
of thousands of treasures in Iraq.

© Father Najeeb Michaeel

Father Najeeb Michaeel (left): The Dominican
does not only speak Aramaic and Arabic,
but is also fluent in English and French.

Links:
YouTube videos on
Father Najeeb Michaeel

info

But this was not the end of your journey. Today your order is not in Qaraqosh anymore, but in Erbil...
That is correct. Between 2007 and
2014 we continued our digitization
activities in Qaraqosh, where we had
four studios and a team of 10 to 12.
Maybe it was some kind of divine inspiration, but in June 2014 I started to
have the uneasy sense that Qaraqosh
was becoming too dangerous for us.
That's why we sped up our work. On
the 25th of July I arranged for trucks to
bring the most valuable pictures and
archival items to Erbil in the autonomous region of Kurdistan. That was
10 days before IS came to Qaraqosh.
On the night of August 6th, we started out for Erbil in two cars and with
our entire community. At about 5:30
in the morning we saw the IS warriors
with their black flags appear on the
horizon. We were in the middle of a
convoy of many thousand cars, who
all wanted to pass the checkpoint to
Kurdistan. At the last moment the
Kurds opened their gates for people,
but not for cars. That's why we got
out of the cars and crossed the border on foot. Every one of us carried as
many old documents as they could.
Even 8-year old children shouldered

manuscripts from the 13th century.
That way we were able to save some
1500 manuscripts. It was a very special sight to see - people who wanted to save their lives and their history at the same time.

i nfo

attention. The more valuable items
are being sold abroad. But what we
have are digital copies of all originals
on hard disk!
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youtube.com/
watch?v=CFq2NUCb3Mo
youtube.com/
watch?v=Got89zBhaEw
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Dear Readers!
Our last ICARUS network meeting thrived on
its participants, the discussions and the socializing. To give you an impression of the conference's special atmosphere, we have collected
a few press comments, statements from the
participants as well as a few photographs.

Press comments
f

© Dagmar Weidinger

or the purpose of rescuing important documents of Christian life in the
Middle East from IS terrorists, and in
order to save them for future generations and make them accessible to
a larger audience, the International
Centre for Archival Research (ICARUS) has agreed to co-operate with
the "Centre Numérique des Manuscrits Orientaux" (CNMO) of Iraqi
Dominican Father Najeeb Michaeel.
This was decided during the most
recent ICARUS conference in St. Pölten, as the centre announced in a
press release on Thursday."
Kathpress, 26 November 2015
Georg Pulling

For years Patriarch Sako has been
in the media calling to support the
Chaldean-Catholic Church. Hundreds of thousands of Christians
have already left the country.

Christians from the East and West
meet at the summer refectory of
the Diocesian building of St. Pölten
(AT). Patriarch Sako in conversation with Bishop Klaus Küng of the
Diocese of St. Pölten (AT).
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f

ather Najeeb Michaeel is a walking
miracle with two energetic hands.
When in 2014 the terrorists of the
"Islamic State" captured the largest
Christian city in Iraq, Qaraqosh,
he had already rescued the largest
part of the treasures entrusted to
him: Dominican friar Najeeb Michaeel is the keeper of thousands of
historical, scientific, philosophical
and religious manuscripts and documents of the past centuries. To
support Father Najeeb Michaeel,
“Icarus” has become involved, as
Thomas Aigner, President of “Icarus” and Head of the Diocesan Archives of St. Pölten reports: “Icarus
is a worldwide network, including
archives and universities. We help
partners train restorers, we provide racks and special boxes, and we
see to it that digitization is made
possible. Documents are supposed to be online for an international audience and made accessible
for research. It is a huge chance.”
Salzburger Nachrichten
1 December 2015
Ursula Kastler

t

homas Aigner considers the situation to be also a chance to forge
alliances and establish co-operation in order to spotlight the importance of this region's cultural
heritage. “Everything that happens there also concerns us. For
the manuscripts – and most of all
the Aramaic ones – are the basis
of Christian culture: This was Jesus' mother tongue. These documents therefore concern us ALL.”
Kurier, 27 November 2015
Susanne Mauthner-Weber

i

t's so touching. We all work in
safe workshops, he works under
the open sky. Without employer,
without Holiday or Christmas allowance, without personal security, without knowing what the
next day will bring. Admirable."
Topotheque, 24 November 2015
Alexander Schatek

o

n the whole the meeting was
highly productive and as always
very amicable. This is how Europe
will grow together and how prejudices can be overcome.”
Hessian State Archives
Marburg, 24 November 2015
Francesco Roberg
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Amy Nelson spent a year in Vienna
at the Austrian Institute of Historical Research to work on her dissertation on medieval Premonstratensian women in Central Europe.

by Amy Nelson

From the United States to Geras
Abbey in Lower Austria
This dissertation research brought
me to Austria for one year. In Sep-

© Amanda Bohne

w

omen were integral to the success of monasticism throughout
medieval Central Europe, yet little
archival work on women’s communities in the region has been undertaken. To in some part remedy this,
my dissertation research focuses on
women affiliated with the Premonstratensian Order. It explores the
history of female communities in
present-day Austria, the Czech Republic, and Poland, from their earliest foundations until approximately 1500.The Premonstratensians
are a reformed community of regular canons and canonesses founded
by Norbert of Xanten around 1120.
Female monastic houses and their
secular supporters fit within a broader matrix of religious community
that might be understood as interconnected. This entwined spiritual
landscape merits further study at
social, political, and cultural levels,
and can be examined, among other
ways, through the consultation of
documents from daily life such as
charters and wills.
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It may be surprising to find an
American utilizing
www.monasterium.net on a
daily basis, but this is exactly
what I have done when writing
on my dissertation on medieval
Premonstratensian women in
Central Europe. Follow me on
my digital research journey on
nuns and their social networks!
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Access to archives a few
clicks away

tember 2015, towards the end of my
time in the country, I was fortunate
to attend the ICARUS4all-sponsored “late summer party” at Geras
Abbey in Lower Austria. I welcomed
an opportunity to introduce myself
to archive specialists and other researchers in the region, as well as to
visit one of the houses important to
my study, for Geras is a Premonstratensian community founded in 1153.
Access to medieval documents from
this male house as well as from the
nearby affiliated convent of Pernegg
(inactive; now a wellness center) is
essential for my project. But daily
trips to Geras from Vienna were nearly impossible due to limitations
in mass transportation services to
the village and due to my own obligations in Vienna. Fortunately, I
have the ability to access many of
the Geras documents and similar
materials from other monasteries
any time I need via www.monasterium.net. This virtual archive has
given me unlimited ability to work
with documents, even now that I
have returned to the United States.

For many American historians, dissertation work hinges upon having
access to documents housed in
European archives, yet funding for
long-term research opportunities
to visit these locations is increasingly difficult to acquire. At the
same time, pressure to complete
projects in a shorter timeframe sometimes prevents scholars from
turning to archive-rich research
projects. Even for those of us fortunate enough to access funding and
permission to consult necessary
source materials in European archives and libraries, the digitization
of documents and searchable online databases has completely changed the way in which historians
are able to perform research and
collaborate across great distances.
Digital and face-to-face research
go hand in hand
I first heard about ICARUS in the
summer of 2013. Up until this point
I was convinced that digital archives
could not possibly replace visiting
archives in person. But on a research
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The ICARUS4all late summer fare was a unique opportunity for Amy Nelson
to meet Austrian archive
experts and researchers.

trip to Prague and Vienna preparing
my dissertation project one suggestion was repeatedly made to me by
archivists, “Why don’t you see what
you can find on www.monasterium.
net ?” Of course when push comes to
shove most scholars would, I think,
still want the opportunity to be in
the room with – face-to-face, so to
speak – a medieval document rather
than look at it on a computer screen.
But what has really revolutionized
the way I have been able to pursue
dissertation research is the ability to
do both.With the assistance of the
Fulbright U.S. Student Program, I re-
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turned the following year to live in
Vienna, where I was in residency at
the Austrian Institute of Historical
Research. During this time I visited
several libraries and archives throughout Central Europe. However,
I spent far more time consulting the
sources digitized and imported onto
www.monasterium.net. The ability
to search the site based on monastic fonds and archive location has
been a game-changer for my study,
which uses documents of practice
to locate networks of community
among female Premonstratensian
houses over a broad region. Doing
this sort of dissertation work would
have taken the better part of a decade only a few short years ago; now,
with the help of collaborative digitization efforts, I am quickly able to
sort, cross-list, and have immediate
high-quality digital access to documentary sources central to my work.
Monasterium –
a time and money saver
Online access to documents makes archive visits more efficient and

Link:
monasterium.net

info

© Dagmar Weidinger

Back in Vienna as
scholarship holder.

productive. Use of digitized copies
removes the need to transcribe page
after page of difficult text on-site, or
the necessity of taking photographs
or requesting permission for images.
I am able to focus archive time on
materials not available digitally and
prioritize those items in need of closer scrutiny. In the research planning stage, virtual access to archive
fonds helps me assess whether or
not an archive necessitates visitation; this has been a great time and
money saver.The purpose of my one
year stay in Austria was as much
for research as it was for building
collegiate networks for potential
collaboration, and for bringing back
to America suggestions of ways in
which to encourage work on Central
European history. It is my hope that
more Americans become aware of
the invaluable resources available to
them through collaborative efforts
like those sponsored by ICARUS, and
that they become involved in the
work if they are in a position to do
so. I may never get the opportunity
to visit Geras Abbey again, but as I
sit here with my laptop in Indiana,
I know that access to its archives is
only a few clicks away.
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From Novi Sad to Marchtrenk

Last year in October a very special exhibition from Serbia went travelling. “The Voivodship of Serbia and Banat of Temesvar (1849-1861)” for
the first time showed archival documents from Novi Sad in the
Upper Austrian town of Marchtrenk. Acting as intermediary between the
Serbian partners and the Danube Swabians of Marchtrenk,
ICARUS was part of the event.

After the opening in Novi Sad
(RS), the exhibits traveled to
Marchtrenk (AT) where they
were met with great interest.

by Dejan Maoduš and Dragana Katić

u

ntil after World War II, the
so-called Danube Swabians lived together with other ethnic groups
– in the Banat region, an area today divided between Serbia, Romania, and Hungary. When after
the war the state of Serbia was
established on the lands of the
former Serbian kingdom, roughly 300,000 people had to leave
their homeland. Many of them
came as refugees to Linz and
Marchtrenk, a region where still
today every second man and woman has Danube Swabian roots.
For the first time, the images of
this exhibition of the Vojvodina
Archives brought the former refugees closer to their homeland
again. “It was a deeply symbolic
sign of international understanding that a Serbian exhibition was
hosted at exactly the place where
most Danube Swabians in Upper

Austria live”, says Karl Heinz, the
ICARUS representative in charge.
Life in a “multi-ethnic empire”
The show at the Marchtrenk Volkshaus had a historical focus. It centred on those 12 years of the 19th
century, when the “Voivodship of
Serbia and Banat of Temesvar” (Voivodship = region under the reign of
a voivode) was a crown land of the
Austrian Empire. The exhibits illustrated the region’s legal and political situation between 1849 and
1861 as well as the everyday life of
Serbs and other peoples within the
Austrian Empire. On the one hand,
the exhibition wanted to highlight
the historical co-existence between
several ethnic groups in an autonomous province and, on the other
hand, draw attention to the impact such co-existence had on the
region, which can still be experien-

ced today.The show had its grand
opening on 26 October. Opening
speeches were held by Marchtrenk
mayor Paul Mahr, Anton Ellmer,
Chairman of the Danube Swabian
Landsmannschaft, as well as Karl
Heinz, Managing Director of ICARUS. Participants from Serbia were
Vladimir Pavlov, Provincial Secretary of Science and Technological
Development, Branimir Andrić, Director of the Vojvodina Archives,
and exhibition curator Zoran Stevanović. Other guests at the ceremonial act were representatives of the
Consulate of the Republic of Serbia
as well as Georg Wildmann who
has published several books on the
history of the Danube Swabians.
Apart from its informative nature,
the exhibition was also of some
historical importance, as it was the
first international show of the Wojwodina Archives.
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Study,
digitize,
explore!

Glass plate negative
No. 263: Bell of the
„Votivkirche“ in Passau
(Collection Eastern
Bavarian Local History).
© Sabrina Hermanni

© Malte Rehbeini

Fine-tuning the shots,
Sabrina Herrmann, course participant.

At the University of Passau (DE) the course about
„Doing Research in Archives – Digital History” is now
entering its second round. The new programme has been
immediately popular among teachers and students alike
and – virtually as a side effect – plays a part in making new
archival funds accessible.
by Malte Rehbein and Mario H. Puhane

The archive collections document
the history of the university as well
as its preceding institutions, all
research and teaching activities,
the protagonists involved and student life. The scientific course on
„Doing Research in Archives – Digital History“ had three objectives:
Providing insight into the tasks
and problems of an archive, based
on this creating awareness for the
general conditions for using archives for historical research, and
finally conveying an overview of
the digitization of archival objects
in the context of such research.
Learning by doing
The course, which is just going into
its second term, prepared students
for a research project they had to
carry out on their own and docu-
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ment at the University Archive and
the Chair’s digitization laboratory.
One of these projects involved indexing glass plate negatives from
the “Institute of Eastern Bavarian
Local History”, kept in the University Archive, which show pictures of
church bells that have not yet been
put into a historical context. Sabrina Herrmann, the student in charge, describes her work: “For digiti-

The Digital
Humanities in
Passau

Der The Chair of Digital Humanities at Passau University is
one of the few in German-speaking countries that deals with
digital methods in the Humanities and Cultural Sciences. Its
curriculum encompasses the
entire scientific life cycle of digital data on cultural heritage:
From its production by way of
digitization (including advanced methods like 3D object
digitization and multispectral
photography), to formal indexing and processing it into
information and knowledge, to
making it accessible, presenting
it and guaranteeing long-term
preservation.

zing the negatives I used a digital
camera, a tripod and a light table.
By way of experiment, I determined
the best camera angle and distance
to the object in order to meet the
quality requirements. Thanks to the
digitized results we were able to
see details on the bells like writings
and ornaments and thus gather
first clues as to their contextualization. Our eventual historical research led us from the Archives of the
Passau Diocese to the Germanic
National Museum in Nuremberg.”
Research-oriented studies
„Doing Research in Archives – Digital History“ has therefore created a
win-win situation: Students are actively practicing historical approach
and digital working methods on archival objects, whereas the University Archive gains the opportunity
to index smaller inventories more
extensively (digitally). Students
also benefit from the practical relevance and the possibility to focus
on research in their studies.
Link:
phil.uni-passau.de/dh
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n the summer term of 2015, an
exciting new type of lecture was
launched in Passau that saw two
partners joining forces – the Chair
for Digital Humanities of Passau
University on the one hand and
the local University Archive on
the other. The latter and its collection serve as a broad basis for
all kinds of university research.

info
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The blog was
successfully
presented to the
general public at
the 85th German
Archives Day in
Karlsruhe (DE).

© Paula Kopczynski

It’s been online since October 2015 the new
blog www.vda-blog.de. With this blog the Association of
German Archivists has paved the way for a new form of
dialogue in the digital world.

insights

An Archival Association
in the Web 2.0
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by Oliver Laux-Steiner and Joachim Kemper

ince 1946 the Association of German Archivists (Verband deutscher Archivarinnen und Archivare
e.V., VdA) has been representing
the interests of the archival world
in Germany. Among other things,
the association publishes statements and press releases on archive-related topics. As one of the
highlights of every year the VdA

The members of the Ad-hoc WG for Public
Relations and Social Media, 2 July 2014
(VdA office Fulda).

organizes the German Archives Day
including Europe’s largest specialized fair, the “Archivistica”. Apart
from that, every second year the
German-wide “Day of Archives”
takes place.Professional associations keep up with the times, too:
An ad-hoc working group for “Social Media and Public Relations”,

whose members included the two
authors of this article as well as
nine other PR-oriented colleagues,
had defined a concept which at
the start of 2015 was unanimously
accepted by the joint board of the
VdA. As one of the tools for this
new kind of public relations work,
(and apart from its Facebook page,
a modern website and a Twitter
account) the VdA launched a blog
on archives, which was presented
to the scientific community during the last German Archives Day.
Its objectives: Openness and
transparency
The blog is another step toward
new and decidedly external public
relations activities. Apart from those archives already experienced in
the use of social media, it is most of
all the smaller archives that should
get an opportunity to report about
their own activities, new publications or projects to an audience of
interested experts, press representatives, culturally interested people and the public in general. Of
course, there will still be all kinds
of “traditional” media involved.
All social media activities are part
of the existing communication
concept, supplementing it with
new technologies and dialogue
formats.The new public relations
activities of the VdA send a signal
of increased openness and transparency: From now on, articles

and comments as well as expert
opinions should be published primarily through the VdA blog. The
topics discussed towards the end
of 2015 included the intended
move of the Bavarian State Archives of Würzburg to the small
town of Kitzingen as well as the reports of the German Archives Day.
A Pioneer of the German
Archival World
Currently the blog covers following
categories: General, Archival History, Archival Awareness, Education,
University Archives, Lobbying, Media Archives, New Releases, Use,
Rights of Use, Public Relations, and
Accumulation of Archival Records.
In order to ensure a discussion based on facts, there are generally
accepted guidelines (netiquette). In
less than three months almost 60
articles were published and commented. All in all, the blog can be
considered an important step in
terms of Web 2.0 for the entire German world of archival sciences!
Link:
vda-blog.de

info
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Presentation ceremony of the Guide to the
Archives in Amberg. V.l.n.r
Dr. Jiří Úlovec, Dr. Maria Rita Sagstetter,
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Löffler, Dr. Julian Holzapfl,
Dr. Margit Ksoll-Marcon, Mag. Karel Halla ,
Dr. Milan Čoupek, Mag. MIlan Augustin,
Mag. Petr Hubka

by Karel Halla and Milan Augustin

i

t was in 2009 that the Western Bohemian and Bavarian archives first
established contact. Researchers
in both countries were frequently
faced with complex detective work
when it came to tracking down archival documents about their common past: The Czech archives, on
the one hand, are home to a large
amount of material with direct reference to the history of the Sudeten
Germans and the Bavarian border
regions. The Bavarian Main State
Archives, on the other hand, hold
countless archival documents with
a direct reference to the area of the
modern-day Czech Republic.
The co-operation project consequently aimed at creating a “Bavarian-Czech network of digital historical sources”: “Porta fontium” was
supposed to consolidate virtually
what in reality was scattered across
both countries. Already in 2012 the
platform was presented ceremoniously. Meanwhile, researchers are
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able to retrieve thousands of digitized charters, church registers, chronicles, photographs and other kinds
of archival objects online. From the
very beginning “Porta fontium” has
been a huge success and soon led to
an increased demand for indexing
more of the assets of the participating archives.
From portal to reference book
The project was not only about providing mere access to the digital
sources, but rather about giving as
detailed information as possible on
the complete stocks of the archives, which were still hidden in the
semi-darkness of the depots and
whose digitization would still take
decades.Eventually people's great
interest in the topic went far beyond
the border areas of Western Bohemia and Bavaria, extending to all
state archives in the Czech Republic
and Bavaria. And this is how the original portal became the “Czech-Bavarian Guide to the Archives”.

Project partners:
• Regional State Archive
Pilsen (lead partner)

info

The history of the two countries is closely intertwined. For
a few years now this common past has been reflected in the
joint Internet portal “Porta fontium”, where archival
material is being consolidated for virtual use. Very recently a
“Czech-Bavarian” Guide to the Archives has been published
as well.

• Head Office of the Bavaria
State Archives
Project duration:
1 January 2013 − 30 June 2015
Number of participating
archives:
Czech Republic 80
Bavaria 10
Number of records at the
time of completion:
Bavarica 17999
Bohemica 3130
Link:
portafontium.eu
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1000 years of
Bavarian-Czech
Relationship

Insight into “Bavarica”
and “Bohemica”
So what is the objective of the Guide to the Archives? Basically, it is a
bilingual Internet database, providing the general public with access
to the “Bavarica” held in the Czech
State Archives on the one hand and
to the “Bohemica” kept in the Bavarian State Archives on the other. In
both cases this refers to information
relating to the modern state territory of Bavaria respectively the Czech
Republic, to places, people, institutions, associations, buildings, monuments, as well as events up until
2007 or 2002. The Czech-Bavarian
Guide to the Archives was ceremoniously presented to the public on 13
May 2015 in Amberg. It is safe to say
without exaggeration that the production of the Guide to the Archives
has been a unique project at European level.

by Liisi Taimre

ast summer we received an astonishing e-mail from ICARUS in
Austria, making us the following
proposition, “We would like to invite a group of teenagers to your
archives! After a short tour of the
sources we’ll let them make movies
with their smartphones. By the end
of the day they’ll have produced
finished subtitled videos of their
findings. Archival education has never been done this way before, but
believe us, it works!” That was how
the pilot experiment of the EU-funded project co:op got pitched to
us.With all due respect, we cannot
deny how deeply sceptical we were
about the entire endeavour. Yet, we
decided to give it a go and picked
the Pelgulinna Upper Secondary
School history teacher Johanna
Borne and her 11th and 12th graders
as our guinea pigs.

© Kerstin Muff

“Green light” for the guinea pigs
The day began with giving the students an overview of our archives.
A few film-making tips and encouragements, like experimenting
with different angles or making
sure to avoid background noises
marked the “green light” for the

students to start getting creative
and find their own film narratives.
The students split into groups and
were provided with assignment
sheets and corresponding archival
material. Our educational goals
were manifold: from discovering
the usage of the archival database
to getting to know the process of
digitizing archival documents. All
the sources provided were closely
interwoven with the class’s curriculum – the transcript of the opening
of the Constituent Assembly’s session in 1919 and the speech delivered by Konstantin Päts after the 1934
coup. Another source documented
how illegitimate children were treated in the interwar era. Clearly,
plenty of material for the students
to let their creative juices flow!
Discoveries with the smartphone
After the students had familiarized themselves with the assigned

Persons involved:
• Birgit Kibal, consultant
and information manager

• Hedvig Mäe, director of the
conservation department
• Tiina Männapsoo, archivist
and education officer
• Liisi Taimre, consultant and
marketing manager
• Kristel Tammik, archivist and
controller

Before we let the students roam
the archives for their filming
activities, an on-site introduction
into the archival setting already
sparked creative ideas of how to
incorporate the location into the
films.

• Kerstin Muff, co:op
project manager
• Rainer Hunger, filmmaker

Links and contact:

i nfo
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Making archives attractive to young people can be a real
challenge. The co:op film project in Estonia proved that things
are sometimes easier than they seem – modern technology
paved the way into the world of old documents and books.

topics, they headed off into the
archive’s storage units and offices
to start collecting film footage.
Each group was supported by an
archivist who would answer questions along the way. Interestingly
enough, not much guidance was
needed! Personal smartphones
were used to shoot the footage,
and the clips were edited with a
simple software. As anyone can see
for themselves on the co:op YouTube channel: What started out as
a shaky project idea proved to become a fun, educational and memorable day for everyone involved.
Our archives team was impressed
by the talent, the sense of humour
and the creativity of the Pelgulinna
students. We’d like to extend our
deep appreciation to their teacher
Johanna Bome, whose enthusiasm
and readiness to take a new approach to the learning process clearly
caught on among her students.

i nfo

Adventures in archives a leap of faith
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Website: coop-project.eu
YouTube: youtu.be/WJkt3-Ti0so
Twitter: twitter.com/eu_coop
It didn't take long for the students to
delve into their material and develop
their own take on things.
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In memoriam
It is with great sadness that we learned about the
sudden death of

Pamela Weisberger

Upon her active engagement, Gesher Galicia had just recently
joined the ICARUS consortium and close co-operation began
immediately. She joined our common interest pro-actively by
organizing the session “Geospatial genealogy, Cadastral maps
and Digital Archives” for our conference “Archival Co-operation and Community Building in the Digital Age” held at Břevnov
Arch abbey (CZ) earlier in 2015. We knew Pamela as a kind and
committed person and her presence will be missed.

all © Gesher Galicia

(president von Gesher Galicia)

Gesher Galicia:
The virtual reconstruction
of a lost world
When in 1918 the Kingdom of Galicia and Lodomeria
disappeared from the maps, it meant the political end of
a culturally quite independent region, but the myth of life in
the former Habsburg crown land still enchants its descendants.
by Pamela A. Weisberger

o

live groves, apple orchards, bridges, quarries, … the cadastral maps
of the imperial cartographers who,
at the end of the 18th century began to chart the region in today’s
Southern Poland and Western Ukraine, are overflowing with details.
It is exactly this amazing treasure
of cultural and artistically outstanding maps that make Galicia such
an exciting topic for scientists and
genealogists alike.Between 1772
and 1918 the former Kingdom of
Galicia and Lodomeria was claimed
by the Austrian monarchs, and in
1804 was declared a part of the
Austrian Empire. In 1773 Galicia had
some 2.6 Million inhabitants, living
in 280 towns and communities,
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spread across some 5,500 villages,
hamlets and scattered groups of
houses. Seventy-five to 80 percent
of these townships had a high
share of Jewish population. Moreover, there were almost 19,000
aristocratic families. The complex
family relationships between the
magnates, farmers and Jews were
registered on the cadastral maps
and other documents.
Footprints into the past
The Second World War did not
only erase Galicia from the maps,
but also eradicated a large part of
its Jewish population. The advance
of the Soviet Union was to have
a lasting effect on the economic
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landscape. The aristocratic families
and their estates quickly vanished
from the scene, and many Poles
were relocated to the national territory of modern Poland. Nevertheless the footprints of the Galicians
remain visible to this day in the wealth of cadastral maps and Habsburg records – scattered across
numerous archives and libraries in
Europe.Maps speak a universal language everyone understands. There
is just one condition – they must be
accessible in digital form. In 2007
therefore a team of international
researchers started out to reconstruct the sunken land of Galicia: The
non-profit organization “Gesher
Galicia” (“Bridge to Galicia”) was
born, which made it its objective to
digitally consolidate these maps.
Within the scope of the so-called
“Cadastral Map and Landowner Records” project the team started to
digitize the documents and maps
that were scattered over so many
places. The plan was to make the
digitized items accessible for everyone on an online portal.

p roje c t s
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Detail from the 1850 cadastral map of Załośce (now Zaliztsi in
Ukraine), showing the castle with surrounding businesses and a residential
development at the edge of the town's water reservoir. Original map
from the Central State Historical Archives of Ukraine in Lviv (TsDIAL).

Enter the world of the “shtetls”
Gesher Galicia soon encountered
very particular challenges: On the
one hand, the maps were huge in
dimension and on the other hand,
featured so many details that they
were hard to photograph as a whole. In the 18th and 19th century, the
House of Austria had three separate studies on poverty carried out in
the empire, which yielded tons of
data that were equally registered in
documents and maps: This included
data on individual plots of land, homesteads, houses, stables, streets,
plants on the fields, churches, synagogues, cemeteries, and even
orchards and larger trees. Whoever
sees these maps will be immediately
enchanted by the delicately painted
English gardens, the olive groves,
the apple orchards, all divided by
bridges, ditches, and quarries. Each
township on the map has its “rynek”
(market place), where most of the
business of a “shtetl” took place.
Many of these market places literally vibrate from the many names of
women who owned the stalls. So-

metimes it is exactly these map
entries that constitute the only
record of a family in a given town.
A viewer will find it easy to imagine
daily life in former Galicia: Polish or
Ukrainian farmers cultivated their
fields, priests and rabbis attended
to their congregations in one of the
numerous churches and synagogues. The landowner, of course registered by name and property next
to his estate, inspected the flawless
operation of his mills or the work
in his inns and taverns. The postman and the jailer manned their
posts.“Gesher Galicia” wanted to
reproduce this wealth of details in
these special maps as accurately
as possible and thus began to produce high-resolution scans of the
maps section by section, in order
to put the individual parts together
again afterwards. The results were
soon made available in the virtual archive “Cadastral Map Room”
(maps.geshergalicia.org). At the
same time the “Galician Archival
Records Project” was launched,
encompassing a large number of

other types of documents from
archives in Poland, Ukraine, Austria and Israel. Thanks to the accurate indexing efforts the result
was the “All Galicia Database”
(search.geshergalicia.org), which
includes, but is not limited to: records of landowners and real estate registers, censuses and town
records, tax documents, electoral
registers, passports and visa applications, school records (inscriptions), military records (recruitments, compulsory military service,
photographs from the First World
War) as well as historical newspapers.
The future: Making
time-space-dimensions visible
Gesher Galicia is already about to
start its next project: The historical maps are now being connected
to data from other sources (personal records, newspapers, military
records, etc.), so as to make the
development of a town visible like
on a time bar. In future the maps
are supposed to come to life within a new time-space dimension
and make the centennial history
of their inhabitants accessible by
computer.
Links:
geshergalicia.org
earch.geshergalicia.org
maps.geshergalicia.org
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The market square of Komarno (now in Ukraine) from an
1853 cadastral map, showing two churches, the
well-developed Jewish community, and a hundred other
businesses and residences that can be traced back to
individuals and families through primary and secondary
archival records. Original map from the
Central State Historical Archives of Ukraine in Lviv
(TsDIAL).
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20-year old Johann Heiden, future
mayor, in the winter of 1954/55 at
the B-gendarmerie in St. Johann in
Tirol – of the 1st Republic.

Presenting “radio star”
Topotheque Leobersdorf
Ideal topothequers are "moderately annoying" when it comes
to searching for material among the population. They should
also possess sufficient knowledge of the region's history and –
in the case of Leobersdorf – even have a pleasant radio voice!
Reflections on a surprisingly varied topotheque project from
Lower Austria.
by Peter Selb

b

y their very nature topotheques
are usually found in the virtual world of your computer – however, not
the one of Leobersdorf! The Deputy Mayor of our little community,
Harald Sorger, has a great liking
for the radio and has made our
topotheque a “radio star”. As the
chairman of the Community Committee for Culture and Sports he
moderates a weekly radio show in
the local broadcast station besides
his political activities. My first visit
in the studio to introduce the topotheque has since become a regular coverage of topotheque issues.

Building confidence through
“local flair”
Topothequers must be “moderately annoying”. Active acquisition is very important, since many
people may be willing to deliver
material, but have to look for it
first or “rummage through their
memories”. Others are generally
reluctant to make their treasures
accessible to the public. The radio
show helps me not only to inform
the audience about what's new, but
to actually reach people and their
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collections. What is particularly
helpful to this end? Dialect!In my
radio shows I have always spoken
in the local dialect. This kind of
openness helps me reduce people’s fear of the unknown. After all,
we ask them to open their private archives and temporarily hand
over their possessions for scanning. That requires confidence.
Telling stories with series
of pictures
It's been my understanding of a topothequer's work to add as much
information as possible to the captions. As a journalist and author I
always strive to tell a full story with
a series of pictures and their captions. For what good does it make
to look at the most beautiful historical photograph, when you know
nothing about it – except perhaps
a year? Often enough the research
work is tedious and time-consuming, as one has to talk to a lot of
contemporary witnesses or their
children. It is highly convenient
that one can always add new information into a topotheque and supplement it with content one maybe

Photo wallpaper (3m wide, 1.5m high) in
a restaurant. Pictures from five different
sources show the house through the ages.
Without Topotheque no wallpaper.

has only recently learned about.
The reason and purpose of a
topotheque
On the one hand, a topotheque helps tighten the bond between locals
and their hometown and, on the
other hand, spark visitors’ interest
in the region. And what is most important: A topotheque unearths a
lot of new and hitherto unknown
material!A platform like this can be
helpful for authors and scientists
in their quest for research material, and even designers can profit
from it, as the photo wallpaper in
a Leobersdorf restaurant so nicely
demonstrates.
What is a topotheque?

A topotheque collects historical pictures, maps, videos and
audio files of a community,
puts them online and makes
them publicly available.
Currently there are 70 topotheques all over Austria. Owing
to the EU-aided project “co:op”,
there will soon be more
topotheques online in neighbouring countries in Europe.
Links:
leobersdorf.topothek.at
coop-project.eu

© Peter Selb

© Archive Herta Heiden

info

© Peter Selb

The Leobersdorf topotheque will be on air
from time to time on the Austrian private
radio station FM 95.5/ Radio Sol! Keep
your ears' open. It's worth it!
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insights

ave you ever wondered what
the everyday work of the ICARUS team looks like behind the
scenes? Or do you have questions about our platforms or archival and genealogical topics?
Simply send your requests to
editor@icar-us.eu and we will
find the right experts to answer
them!

1/2016
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This time Mr. List asked us how
to create a podcast.
Timo Kracke, Germany's
only "audible genealogist" has
answered:

A view of Apple's GarageBand: Left without editing,
to the right the audio files are fully edited and ready
for the podcast.

ICARUS answers

DIY for future podcasters
How to do family research the audible way

d

ear ICARUS Team,I am an active member of the family research
community on Facebook. Recently
a colleague told me that there is a
genealogist in Germany who shares
his knowledge by way of podcast. I
listened in, and I was hooked. Can I
do one of those myself, too?
Best regards,
Werner List

Dear Mr. List,
You have obviously come across
my page www.dergenealoge.de.
I'm very pleased that you liked listening in! A podcast is actually not
very complicated, but just a simple
audio file (usually MP3) that users
can listen to, download or subscribe to on relevant websites. Most
podcasts are no stand-alones, but
generally part of a series of episodes on a certain main topic.At the
beginning of each episode of the
podcast “Der Genealoge” we define
a core topic about which there will
be an interview.

If the interview partners are not
close by and we cannot record the
interview on voice recorder, we talk
via Skype and have the result processed by the CallRecorder software. That way, we save money for
travelling and can do it comfortably
after work in the evening.
The most important tool:
The voice recorder
All other features are spoken onto
the voice recorder, and the audio
files transferred to the computer
for later editing. The podcast itself is then produced with GarageBand, an Apple programme. Using
GarageBand I edit the audio files
from CallRecorder and the voice
recorder together with the intro,
outro and jingles that are already
available.For postproduction, I use
a software called Auphonic. Auphonic adds the basic data of the
audio file, such as cover picture,
title, artist, album, genre, description, tags, and chapters. They are
written into the audio file during an

automatic postproduction process,
together with some adjustments as
to sound volume, noise cancellation, and a few other effects. The finished podcast is then uploaded to
one's own web space and published
by Podlove Webplayer, a Wordpress
plug-in, in the relevant blog article
and together with additional information, such as web links and
pictures. Why don't you just listen
in and find inspiration for your own
podcast!

A podcaster's
most important
tool: voice
recorder and
computer.
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The Archives School Marburg has been the principal internal
training centre for archivists in Germany. While in the past
students were mostly taught to decipher old charters, they
now get an all-in training on all possible sources – up to
e-mails. A portrait of a Grande Dame of the archival world.
by Irmgard Christa Becker

t

he so-called Academy of Archival
Sciences has been an independent
institution of the federal state of
Hesse since 1994 and holds the
largest library on archival sciences
in the German-speaking area. At
present 75 percent of classes are
covered by our own lecturers, the
remaining 25 percent by visiting lecturers who work in the profession.
The Archives School offers dual degree programmes at two levels: An
education as a graduated archivist
(UAS) for the top grade of civil service, comparable to a Bachelor in
Archival Sciences, and an education
as an archival clerk for the upper
grades of civil service, finishing with
the state exam for archivists. The
practical part of both degree programmes takes place at the State
Archives of the Federation and the
States (except Bavaria). Next to the

© Archivschule Marburg

Exterior view of the
Archives School.
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degree programmes the Archives
School offers some 30 advanced
training courses, which are attended by almost 400 people each
year.
New areas of responsibility:
Administration and Management
The curriculum includes archival
sciences, administrative sciences,
and historical auxiliary sciences.
The programmes for the upper
grades of civil service also offer
historical subjects. Those subjects
can basically be neglected in the
programme for the top grades, as
those students are usually graduated historians already. Instead,
they complete courses for Management, which prepare them for future management roles.While up
until the 80ies the main training focus was put on processing older do-

cuments, most of all charters, this
has changed a great deal during
the past 25 years. Today students
also concentrate on learning about
structures, business processes and
documents of modern administration. This is why historical auxiliary
sciences have experienced a shift
towards modern and contemporary sources, without completely
replacing diplomatics. Today's training programmes include instructions on how to process all kinds of
sources, from medieval charters to
modern-day e-mails.
Walk the research talk
Besides educational programmes
and advanced training courses the
third major focus is put on research.
Over the past years the Archives
School has been part of several research projects funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG),
for instance, projects for the retroconversion of archival finding aids
and establishing the Archive Portal
D – a service of the German Digital
Library. In addition there are annual
archival sciences colloquia about
current topics, whose articles are
printed within a publication series
of their own.
Links:
archivschule.de
archivportal-d.de

i nfo

Lessons about
e-mails and charters –
the Archives School
Marburg

© Archives School Marburg (DE).

Students at
teamwork.
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From content to context
The “Archief De Domijnen” in Sittard is a unique archival
institution in the Netherlands. Its co-operation with
volunteers in the “Aezel-Project” has already made its mark
at an international level. Insight into an unconventional,
interdisciplinary way of archiving.

The Archief
De Domijnen
in Sittard (NL).

by Peer Boselie

One of the dossiers in the
Aezelprojek.
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he Archief De Domijnen is a uniting cultural institution, combining
the former Euregional Historic Centre, the Museum Het Domein, the
Library Biblionova and the Stadsschouwburg theatre as representatives of the cultural diversity of
Dutch society. Its archival material dates back to the 13th century.
The institution itself was founded in 1973 in the city of Sittard.
After municipal reclassifications,
the archive was also assigned a regional function. To start working
together with the museum and
the library was a logical step, as it
made the contextualization of the
collected objects easier. In 2010
the archive was renamed Euregional Historic Centre and became a
pivot point for dozens of historical
societies in the city and the (Meuse-Rhine) Euroregion. To this day,
about four kilometres of archival
material, thousands of objects in
the museum and a lot of library
material have been incorporated
and can now be viewed in their context at the Archief De Domijnen.

Contextualization through
digitization
If you want to contextualize, digitization is essential. Thus we have
been working in this direction for
more than ten years – partly with
our own employees, partly together with external companies,
but mainly with the help of volunteers! This has resulted in an
enormous amount of scans (several millions) and several dozens of
terabyte of storage. Authenticity is
essential when digitizing material,
and that is what we are good at … in
the archives, the museum or as archaeologists or building historians.
The more digital information there
is in the future, the more important “our” authenticity will be, but
the trick is to combine it with historical approachability. And that’s
what the “Aezelprojek” is all about!
The Aezelprojek:
Converting data into images
In the Aezelprojek, which is a
co-operation project with the LGGI
(Limburgs Genealogisch en Ge-

schiedkundig Informatiecentrum),
massive imports of cadastral data
form the basis for further research
work. This is achieved by geo-referencing all data, so that they convert into “images”. The cadastral
“big data” is then enriched with
other data, like archaeological
and museum-related information,
photographs or oral history. What
is more, even the people who had
lived for the last hundreds of years
in the region depicted on a map
can often be linked to their houses.
The Aezelprojek started in Sittard
in 2009, by now there are over 40
projects in the province of Limburg,
Brabant and Belgium. Each project
is independent, but the central pivot point still is Sittard.Working
together with volunteers is a major
topic at the Archief De Domijnen.
It is a very positive side effect that
people who are often regarded as
no longer useful to society because of age, autism, burnout or other
problems, gain self-confidence and
that way often find new fulltime
jobs again. Our goal for the second
half of 2016 is to present the project
online. For this purpose the University of Leuven has recently joined
the project as a major partner.
Links:
dedomijnen.nl
aezelprojek.nl
lggi.nl
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events

Dear Readers!
For our third issue we have compiled
a few press comments about ICARUS
for you. We would also like to invite
you to share your feedback with us this is your space!

Press
comments
t

Our latest
ICARUS members

he exhibition of the “The Voivodship of Serbia and Banat of Temesvar (1849-1861)” at the Volkshaus
Marchtrenk is dedicated to a region many Danube Swabians once
called home: Today's autonomous
province Vojvodina in Northern Serbia and the Timis Banat in neighbouring Romania. It is owing to
the mediation of ICARUS that the
Serbian and Austrian partners got
together. "The subject of refugees
has become an explosive issue in
Austria these days, so we considered it even more important to
have this historical exhibition illustrate how valuable and enriching
the successful integration of newcomers can be", says Karl Heinz
of ICARUS, and adds: "Maybe this
can help us deal with refugees in
a more open-minded way today."
Bezirksrundschau Wels
22 October 2015
Nina Leitner
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ienna. Browsing, clicking, discovering one's family tree: Little by
little, digitizing historical archives
makes genealogy accessible to the
general public. "It's a highly complex and time-consuming process.
It will take several generations to
accomplish", says Thomas Aigner,
Head of the Diocesan Archives
of St. Pölten and President of the
"Icarus" association to APA. According to Aigner it is mostly documents from the Middle Ages that
have been made available to a large extent, but there are also many
Roman Catholic parish registers
on baptisms, weddings and deaths
which can be found online, offering
valuable clues on earlier generations for professional researchers
and hobby detectives alike.
APA
18 September 2015
Julia Ortner

f

ishing for documents. "The awareness for documenting history
is widely spread among the general public", confirms Alexander
Schatek and tells us about
high-yielding forays such as in
the course of the "Topotheque on
tour" project to the inns of Waldegg and Markt Piesting, or the
afternoon teas for seniors like
in Bad Erlach, where material is
being handed over directly. "And
people are not only interested in
providing material for the online
archives, but also in using them.
It sometimes happens that people call the topothequers complaining that there hasn't been
anything new online for three
days", the inventor of the topotheque says with a smile.
Niederösterreich Perspektiven
December 2015
Rainer Hirschkorn

Archives School Marburg | Germany
German Association of Genealogical Societies | Germany
c
ity of Hradec Králové | Czech Republi

Philosophical Faculty of the Univers

Centre Numérique des Manuscrits Orientaux en

Irak | Irak

State Archives of Odessa Region | Ukraine

Department for Theatre Studies at the University of the Peloponnes

| Greece
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12 April 2016 · St. Pölten, Austria

The topotheque as a Lower Austrian project
The ICARUS platform topotheque is now officially turning into a Lower Austrian project. We are
about to celebrate this occasion with a special
kick-off event at the Lower Austrian State Library
together with the Deputy State Governor of Lower
Austria, Wolfgang Sobotka. During the event we
will present new ideas and perspectives to propagate the topotheque concept throughout Lower
Austria. We cordially invite everyone interested to
take part!

2 May 2016 · Linz, Austria

Freedom of information: About the power of
open data in the culture sector
Together with the Open Knowledge Foundation
and ICARUS, the Upper Austrian State Archives
host a discussion event on “open archives”. The
one-day symposium focuses on enhancing the
networks between Austrian archives and the development of joint projects. The event will start
with a keynote speech of Mr. Jussi Nuorteva (Director of the Finnish National Archives), followed
by various workshops to discuss cooperation and
possible projects.

11 May 2016 · Munich, Germany

ICARUS4all-Excursion
A field trip to the Bavarian Main State Archive.
This largest archive in Bavaria is one of the most
important archives in Europe and will offer participants the unique chance to glimpse behind the
scenes and learn about the latest developments in
the Bavarian archival landscape.

23 – 25 May 2016 · Visby, Sweden

ICARUS-Meeting #17
The first archival network meeting of 2016 organised within the EU-funded project “co:op“ takes
place at the Swedish Regional States Archives in
Visby on the historically remarkable island of Gotland. A unique opportunity to gain insight into the
Swedish archival landscape.

ICARUS4all late summer party
It’s another opportunity for people and archives
to move closer together, this time at the Archives
of the Diocese of Passau. Participants will be able
to explore the new external storage building. The
day’s programme is going to close with a visit at
the traditional “Hacklberg” brewery in Passau.

insights

17 Septemper 2016 · Passau, Germany

e ve nts

Below is a list of the most important upcoming
events of ICARUS and ICARUS4all. Our online
event calendar will keep you updated and offer
you detailed information on the individual events.

1/2016
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25 September 2016 · Austria-wide

Austrian Heritage Day
Upon invitation of the Austrian Federal Monuments
Office, local topotheques will take part in this year’s
Austrian Heritage Day. Individual topothequers will
present their topotheques in situ and offer real as
well as virtual tours through the regional history of
their respective hometowns. One of the highlights:
the topotheque of the largely destroyed monastery
of Klein-Mariazell in Lower Austria. Thomas Aigner
will be your guide on location.

30 September –2 October 2016 ·
Bregenz, Austria

68th Genealogy Day
Thomas Aigner will present the topotheque as a
comprehensive tool for safe-guarding and publicly
providing historic sources from private collections.
The topotheque makes the digital provision of private material for current and future generations
possible: it unearths the treasure chests of private
memories for everyone. This way each topotheque
becomes a new and exciting source for family and
regional history.

19 – 21 October 2016 · Budapest, Hungary

ICARUS-Meeting #18, ICARUS4all excursion
The second archival network meeting takes place
at the Budapest City Archives in Budapest. Within
this event, ICARUS4all members will have the opportunity to participate in an exclusive excursion
through the archives. Also, hobby researchers
and archival experts will be given the chance
etailed
For more d
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Statistical facts about our services
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Raise the curtain!
Archives
Funds
Collections
Charters
Pictures
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b

eing Europe‘s virtual charters
archive, Monasterium makes free,
inter-disciplinary and international
research possible: From the mere
description of charters to the use

of available information in teaching
and education. Monasterium is the
digital collecting point for those
charters of European history that
chronicle the political, economical

and cultural development since the
Middle Ages, and it provides free
access to the corresponding digital
copies.
www.monasterium.net

The first intergalactic
charters archive?
Document No. 7817 of the Vorarlberg
State Archives attests the authenticity of the pennant enclosed to it.
In 1991 the latter had accompanied
"austronaut" Franz Viehböck together with the pennats of all other
provinces during his 8-days stay on
board of the MIR Space Station. This
probably makes Monasterium the
first database with charters about
interplanetary space.
For more details please see http://
monasterium.net/mom/AT-VLA/
ohneHerkunftsangabe/7817/charter
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he online portal for church registers facilitates free viewing of the
registers of the individual religious
communities - the most frequently
used and best explored historical

70 topotheques online
275.000 search terms
64.874 files online

t

he number of topotheques and
the number of entries keep growing steadily in the individual topotheques. On 12 April 2016 the
topotheque will even become a
regional project of Lower Austria.
This means an intensive cooperation between the topotheques and
the Lower Austrian State Archives
which also backs all of the uploaded entries. The topotheque really
is project for the future!
www.topotheque.eu
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62.160
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10.
11.
12.
2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015

sources of all. Therefore, it allows
us to easily access these important
historical sources without limits,
across borders and denominations.
www.matricula-online.eu

The use of
diversity
A new image from Gabi Walek-Larisch available in the Prater topotheque (upper left). This example
showcases how, with a little bit of
luck, eagle eyes and through many
additional image details, the location of where the picture was taken
can be determined. Three further
images clearly prove the location
of the two gentlemen:
A fence with a characteristic base,
a detail of the façade and viewing
direction including a barrier stake.
You can find the entire overview
in the prater.topotheque.at and
the image numbers 87228, 31992,
23269, 23262.

© Gabi Walek-Larisch / postcards in public domain
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Topothequer Elisabeth Eder knows her home
town Traismauer (AT) by heart. She presented
her treasures in Geras (AT). Hobby researcher
Alfred Damm has already written several books
on local history.

"The future belongs to digitizatio
Under the motto "Our history – our sources", ICARUS4all hosted a late summer
party at Geras Abbey (AT) on 19 September 2015. More than 100 guests took the
opportunity to share and exchange information about archives, regional and
family history as well as the possibilities of cross-border research.
by Dagmar Weidinger

A rapture of colour: The
abbey's library with frescos by
Josef Winterhalder from the
beginning of the 19th century.

o

tto Amon is able to identify all
of his ancestors down to 6 generations. He knows how old they got,
from which diseases they died, and
of course he also knows what professions they had. Amon, a Weinviertel native, is only one of 10
genealogists who presented their
private discoveries to the public
on 19 September in Geras Abbey
on the occasion of the ICARUS4all
late summer party. All afternoon
more than 100 guests strolled through the Baroque rooms of the
Waldviertel abbey: Hobby researchers as well as experts from the
Upper and Lower Austrian State
Archives, from Czech Archives
and, of course, ICARUS.

Free access to historical documents
"In the course of our projects we
realized that we should not only
link institutions, but more importantly connect their users", explains
Thomas Aigner, President of ICARUS. So it seemed only logical to
establish the friends association
ICARUS4all in 2014, which now celebrated its first party in Geras Abbey. The invitation list did not only

32
40

include members, but everyone interested.Part of the programme are
discussion groups between hobby
researchers and experts as well as
presentations by especially active
ICARUS4all members, among them
Otto Amon. On a flipchart he writes down tips and tricks for other
genealogists. "So far I was able to
identify 1919 ancestors", says the IT
consultant from Vienna, who has
almost made his hobby his profession. Every week 40 to 50 new ancestors are added to the list. For
him, the search for his forefathers
in the region of the Laaer Basin
is closely connected to his own
search for meaning. "Those who
know where they come from are
able to become aware of their own
identity." On a regular basis he embarks on trips that he likes to call
time travels through his ancestors'
homelands. That's what puts flesh
on the prosaic data skeleton.
Making history accessible through
digitization
But not all guests are dealing with
their own family history; many of
them are particularly fascinated by

Rare insights: The herbalist priest
guided the ICARUS4all members
through the small but remarkable
archive of the abbey.

insights

The library of Geras Abbey (AT)
is a real highlight.
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What started out as a private idea
for his collection of photographs of
the Vienna Prater, has meanwhile
become another ICARUS platform,
run in co-operation with the Lower
Austrian State Archives. There are
currently 70 topotheques, 47 of
them alone in Lower Austria, and
many more in the making. But let's
go back to Elisabeth Eder, who has
decorated her stall with old blackand-white picture postcards of
Traismauer. The trained commercial clerk has made it her business to
arouse younger people’s interest in
her town's history with the help of
the digital platform. "Today, hardly
anyone knows how much Traismauer has changed over the past century. Until the estuary of the river

Traisen was relocated, we even had
a cable ferry." Students, who learn
about the topotheque in Ms. Eder's
workshops, are often surprised at
those new aspects of their town's
history, which they had never heard
of before.
Hobby researchers and experts
engaged in conversation
All afternoon the marble hall is
humming with animated discussions. Those new to genealogy
have particularly many questions:
"Where do I start making my family tree?", "Which computer programme should I use to collect my
data?", "What shall I do if I come
across Latin terms I do not understand?" In many cases the hobby
genealogists are able to help each
other; more specific questions are
addressed to the archive experts,
who meet in parallel discussion
groups. Here people also discuss
some hot issues regarding the
handling of old documents, such
as the shelf life of electronic data.
As far as this matter is concerned,
Thomas Aigner is all for easing the
tension. "The original documents

will always be preserved, of course. And when it comes to electronic data, the same rules apply like
to the records of any standard archive depot – everything has to be
maintained on a regular basis, old
manuscripts just as much as saved
pdf-files."When the party finishes
with a joint dinner and live music,
both guests and organizers are satisfied. "The input we received from
our community today is of particular importance to us", says Aigner.
"It's the researchers out there, who
show us maybe how to improve
our databases or make them even
more user-friendly." For one thing
has become clear that afternoon:
An archive that doesn't respond to
its users has defeated its purpose.
"Historical documents belong to us
all", adds Gerhart Marckhgott, Director of the Upper Austrian State
Archives. "We cannot lock us up in
archives any longer." For him one
thing is clear: "The future belongs
to digitization."
Link:
icar-us.eu/icarus4all

i nfo

the regional history of their hometown. Elisabeth Eder, for instance,
presents her findings as topothequer of Traismauer at her stall. "A
topotheque is an online archive for
old photographs, videos, objects,
etc. that get scanned, tagged and
located on Google Maps, explains
Alexander Schatek, founder of the
topotheque and guest at the party.

© alle: Dagmar Weidinger
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History for everyone.
Be part of it!
The Friends Association ICARUS4all –

the community where archives, academic institutions,
researchers and history enthusiasts meet at eye level!
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ICARUS4all – Friends Association | International Centre for Archival Research
Erdberger Lände 6/7 | 1030 Vienna | Austria
t/f: +43 (0) 1 545 0 989 | mail: 4all@icar-us.eu | web: 4all.icar-us.eu

t

he Executive Board is responsible for the management of our
friends association:
President:
Lorenz Mikoletzky
Director General emeritus of
the Austrian State Archives i. r.
Vice President:
Margit Ksoll-Marcon
Director General of the
Bavarian State Archives
Vice President:
Gerhart Marckhgott
Head of the Upper Austrian
State Archives i. r.
Secretary:
Alexander Schatek
Project Manager Topotheque
Deputy Secretary:
Cornelia Sulzbacher
Head of the
Upper Austrian State Archives
Cashier:
Heidemarie Bachhofer
Diocesan Archives St. Pölten

Deputy Cashier:
Rainer Hunger
Producer of
historical film
documentations
Controller:
Herbert Wurster
Diocesan Archives
Passau i. r.
Ex officio:
Thomas Aigner
President of ICARUS und
Head of the Diocesan Archives
St. Pölten
Co-opted:
Willibald Rosner
Head of the Lower Austrian
State Archives
Manfred Tschaikner
State Archives of Vorarlberg
Hubert Schopf
State Archives of Salzburg

Membership
Become one of the pillars of ICARUS so as to contribute to its solid found
ation and make sure that its digital online services remain available while
new projects can be developed!
As one of the benefits of your membership you will be able to look behind
the scenes of European archives and research institutions on the occasion
of various events (excursions, lectures, round tables) and receive inform
ation about recent developments and projects within ICARUS and the
archival community at a local and international level through our newsletter and the insights magazine!
Become a member by registering online at 4all.icar-us.eu!

insights

Things worth knowing about our
Friends Association ICARUS4all
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he Advisory Board of ICARUS4all supports the Executive Board
in all matters of scientific and economic concern (in alphabetical order): Helmut Böhm, Association
for East Bavarian Local History Research | Tomáš Černušák, Moravian
Provincial Archives, Local History
Society Brno | Karl Fischer, formerly
Municipal and Provincial Archives
of Vienna, Society for History of the
City of Vienna | Gerhard Floßmann,
Lower Austrian Bildungs-und Heimatwerk | Georg Gaugusch, Heraldic-Genealogical Society „Adler“ |
Felix Gundacker, GenTeam |
Elisabeth Kreuzwieser, Federation
of Museums in Upper Austria |
Günter Ofner, Familia Austria |
Wolfgang Pledl, Bavarian Associ
ation for Local History Preservation
(Forum Heimatpflege) | Willibald
Rosner, Lower Austrian State Archives, Association for Local History in
Lower Austria | Christina Schmid,
Society for Local History and the
Preservation of Monuments in Upper Austria | Hubert Schopf, State
Archives of Salzburg, Society for
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